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             IN 
           THE CUP

A muscular coffee, this year’s Ndima-ini lot is teeming with cooked berries ranging 
from raspberry to black currant. The finish is incredible and lingering, reminiscent of 
milk caramels. High sweetness and medium+ to high acidity define this intense cup 
whose balance is achieved by an all around heightened experience, rather than nuance.

       THE 
        TAKEAWAY 

Our second consecutive year buying coffee from the Ndima-ini washing station, this lot 
was purchased directly from the factory this year, as opposed to coming to us via the 
Nairobi Coffee Exchange auction, as it did in 2016.

         NDIMA-INI AA  
                     2017 SEASONAL OFFERING 

COUNTRY KENYA

FARMER COOP SOCIET Y GAKUYU

REGION NYERI

WASHING STATION NDIMA-INI

ELEVATION 1,825 MASL

VARIETIES SL28, SL34

MAIN HARVEST SEASON DECEMBER 2016 – JANUARY 2017

PROCESSING WASHED

   This is our second consecutive year purchasing and presenting coffee from the Ndima-ini factory in Nyeri, Central 
Kenya. In February of 2016, during a sourcing trip to East Africa, our green buying team was presented coffee from 
Ndima-ini that our exporting partner, Kenyacof, had purchased through the Nairobi Coffee Exchange. The Nairobi 
Coffee Exchange is an incredibly transparent and effective auction that takes place in the Kenyan capital city, Nairobi. 
Each week, during the Kenyan harvest season, a group of exporters meet and bid on catalogs of coffee that are being 
auctioned off and represented by various marketing agents. The exporters bidding on the coffees received samples of 
the lots being auctioned off prior to that week’s auction. Based on needs and client demands, and in accordance with 
the quality level of the samples, the exporters bid on the lots of coffee. The auction format, combined with the very 
efficient Kenyan coffee system, and remarkably unique coffees, results in some of the highest prices paid for coffee 
anywhere in the world.
   After the great success of last year’s Ndima-ini lot on the Passenger offering menu, we approached our Kenyan 
exporting partner and requested that they engage directly, outside of the auction, with the marketing agent at 
the Ndima-ini factory. This is fairly standard practice and generally results in even higher prices for the factory 
(cooperative) or farmer that produced the coffee. This is because the marketing agent for the factory or farmer is 
aware that there is demand for their coffee seeing as someone is approaching them outside of the auction. As such, 
the marketing agent will typically consider what lots are selling for at the auction and then top that price. In the end 
there is a farmer or factory that got paid an excellent price for their coffee, and a buyer who was able to secure the 
lot they desired. A win-win, if you will. Desiring to engage more directly with the team at Ndima-ini, and also to show 
our dedication to buying their excellent coffee, the Passenger green buying team visited the Ndima-ini factory in 
February of 2017.


